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STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF BEARING STEEL

m UNDERGOING CYCLIC STRESSING

I SUMMARY

A metallurgical investigation of the failure mechanisms
which operate in bearing steels during cyclic stressing in rolling

contact has been in projress since March 1, 1964 Linder Contract

Nonr 4433(00).

Results of this program have been reported in previous
Summary keports (l)*, (2); three Progress Reports (3), (4), (5),

and in a published paper (6).

The present report is written in 5 parts.

Part I presents the concepts of microstructural changes
which accompany fatigue. This section reviews previously re-
ported findint;s made regarding the nature and physical descriptions
of the deformation bands which develop in bearing steels during
cyclic stressing In rolling cont3ct. Current findinjs of an
electron transmission microscope tempering study of deformation
bands are summarized. This study will be presented in full detail5 in Special Report AL67M051 to be issued shortly.

Part II deals with the identification of failure initiation

points by observations of deformation bands and shows how they

can be used as an indicator of the severity of defects. The

Initiation of fatigue failures at various types of surface defects
is described and documented.

I *Nu!bers in parenthesis refer to the list of references at the end
of this report,.
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Part III describes the anpearance of different types
of suiface originated fatigue failures and nresents de showinj the
relative frequency of feilures, identified as surface originated,
in rerc•nt endurance test exierience. The appearance of subsurface
initiated sppl s is also examlied and a brief description is given
of the crack propagation mechanisms observed !n spalls by electron
fractographic techniques. Full details of the electron fractographic
techniques and results are given in Special Report AL67MO60, to be

issued shortly.

Part IV discusses tile role of deformation bands in the
propagation of cracks.

Part V is a discussion of results, which summarizes the
important conclusions and lays the basis for future work.

I IS

I
I

I I
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I DETAILS

PART I-STRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS IN FATIGUE

[1Structural alterations occurring during cyclic stressing
are well established phenomena that have been observed In a
variety of materials. Under electrun microscope observation of
thin fails,alterations are sometimes seen as dislocation sub-structures
(7),(8),(9) which, from their appearance, are best described as

f1 cellular. Any type of structural alteration requiring the re-
arrangement of dislocations is, by definition, a plastic disturbance.
Many of the microstructural changes associated with fatigue that
are described in the literature are manifestations of plastic
flow. On the electron microscope scale of observation these include
the cell structures desrcribed above. On the lijht microscope
scale, the intrusions and extrusions reported by Forsyth (10) and
the slip bands, notches and fissures described by Wood (11) are
plastic flow phenomena.

fl There are also other types of fatigue related microstructural
changes that are not plastic phenomena. These a re diffusion
induced changes where, according to Wood (ll)"impurities and
alloying elements, by diffusing to the deformation zones may
alter the local structure".

I In the course of the present program both types of micro-
structural change have beea seen. The development of a white
etching structur3l alteration in hardened bearing steels with

j prolonged rolling contact cycling of bearing elements has been
described in the previous reports (1-6). On closer examination
the white etching areas are frequently found to be bordered by
large "lenticular" carbides, so called since in a three dimensional
view they tend to be somewhat lens shaped.

I
S
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Enclosure shows some typical "white areas" with large
lenticular carbi4es. These surrounding carbides clearly are the
result of diffusion processes since they are many magnitudes
larger than any other carbides in the Structurej and they could
not have been formed by purely mechanical rearrangement of carbides.
The orijinal carbides which remained undissolved during aus-
tenitizing can barely be resolved at the magnification shown
(2000X).

Further evidence for the formation of lenticular carbides
by carbon migration is given by the two tempering experiments

UI described below.

Enclosure 2 summarizes the findings of a light microscope
study where the same deformation bands are shown before and after
tempering. The specimen used was taken from an endurance tested
bearing that had been specially heat treated by a double austenitizing
and quench procedure in order to produce an exceptionally fine
carbide structure. This structure makes it possible to detect
local variations in carbide content, after tempering, by comp.ring
the level of blackening caused by precipitation of small carbides.

After tempering at 500 0 C for 1 hour most of the carbon in[f solid solution has precipitated and it is apparent that the overall
carbon content within the white area is lower than that of the
undisturbed material. Only carbon migration away from the white3area towards the lenticular carbides can account for this difference.

A more detailed study has been conducted by temperinj thin
foil specimens containirg deformation bands in the electron
microsccpe. This study, described fully in Special Reort I, to
be issued short1X has shown that the amount of carbon in solution
within deformation bands varies considerably from point to point,
depending on the proximity of a lenticular carbide. Where
lenticular carbides are close, little carbon is in solid solution
and it can be assumed it has left the deformation band and
precipitated onto the lenticular carbides. On tempering, these
areas show little or no carbide precipitation. Where no lenticular
carbide has formed however, the carbon remains in solution within
the deformation hand and, on tempering in the microscope, this
entrapped carbon is observed being released from solid solution to3 form many carbide precipitates within the deformation band.

p -4-j RESEARCH LABORATORY 5IrP. INDUSTRIES, INC.
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Results of this tempering experiment are summarized by the

two electron transmission micrographs of Enclosure 3. Both
micrographs are of cell structures seen in the same specimen after

it was tempered in the microscope. The upper micrograph shows

no evidence of carbide precipitation after tempering at 550 0 C (2.5 hours)

while the lower micrograph shows that many small carbide particles

have precipitated during tempering at 325 0 C (2.5 hours).

The absence of carbide precipitation within a cell area
indicate- that the dissolved carbon level is low. This condition
is found in cases where the cell structure is bounded by a
lenticular carbide. Conversely, the presence of precipitated
carbides indicates a high level of dissolved carbon. This
condition was seen to exist only where no lenticular carbide is
associated with the cell area. It is concluded therefore that
the lenticular carbide serves as a "sink" which absorbs the excess
dissolved carbon which, otherwise, would remain in solid solution

within the cell structure.

Since carbon migration is necessary for the growth of[1 lenticular carbides their formation and size will be time dependent.
This is demonstrated in Enclosure 4 where sections from two bearings
that are identical in all respects except for cycling times are

compared.

The upper photo is from a bearing with 157 million revolutions
(at 9700 rpm this is 270 hours of operation) while the
bearing section shown in the lower photo experienced 383 million
revolutions (660 hours). Both bearings are from the same homogeneous

test group'. It is apparent that lenticular carbides in the lower
photojraph are considerably thicker than those in the specimen with

B shorter running time.

RESEARCH LABORATORY INDUSTRIES, INC.
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In the case of deformation bands produced in a very short
time; for example, in a single cycle of load application, there
should be no evidence of lenticular carbide formation. This is
shown in Enclosure 5 which is a section made through a hardened
bearing ball that was crushed in a press. Extensive areas of
white etching, plastically deformed material can be seen in the

vicinity of tOe cracks. There are no lenticular carbides and there
is little, if any, evidence of carbide dissolution.

The presence of lenticular carbides can therefore be takenU as a measure of the time required to produce the adjacent areas
of plastic deformation. Thus a distinction can be made between
rapidly formed anid slowry formed deformation band:. This distinction
can be of value when assessing the stress raising potential of
a defect or inclusion. Where rapidly formed white areas are
seen around a defect it can be concluded that the defect was an
effective stress concentrator. Such a defect is shown in
Enclosure 6 where rapidly formed deformation bands can be
seen around the inclusion.

Just as the large lenticular carbides are visible evidence of
diffusion related alteratiois, the "white areas" are evidence of
microplastic disturbances. Although not evident in the light
microscope, this becomes clear when comparison is made between trans-
mission electron nmicrographs made through a normal martensitic
region and a white area. Enclosure 7 shows the marked change
that takes place An a bearing steel during cyclic stressing.

The transmission micrograph to the left, taken from an unstressed
I region shows the normal high carbon martensite structure as it

appears after tempering at 240 0 C for 4 hours. The micrograph on
the right taken within a white area shows a completely altered

I cell like structure.

I
I
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In the altered structure, internal twins are no longer
evident and the platelet appearance of the martensitic
structure has been totally obliterated. As shown in the literature,
the cell walls are formed from tangles of dislocations and it is
clear that a great deal of dislocation motion had to take placeI to transform the previously existing, internaliy twinned
martensite plate structure to a cell structure. In the process
of forming a cell structure the small carbides which were pre-
cipitated during tempering have dissolved. The excess carbon so
formed then travels to the borders ot the cell 'rea where it
reprecipitates at convenient locations to form la:ge ienticular
carbides. A more detailed description of the formation of cell
structures is given in (2).

iiIn summary therefore, two types of micro-structural alteration
are seen developing in hardened bearing steels during cyclic

-1stressing. Plastically disturbed zones are seen under the light
microscope as white etching areas while diffusion related changes
are seen as lenticular carbides, usually surrounding tLe "white
areas". The "white areas" have been designated as deformation
bands since they are the product of plastic deformation and they
are usually visualized on cuttinj planes where they appear as
bands. In their true 3 dimensional form, however, they more
closel approximate an irregular plate like shape.

The above discussion is limited to metallurgical chanf;es infl the structure and no mention has been made of crack formation or
propagation. Cracking has been observed and is discussed later.

2) Geometrical Description of Deformation Bands

The shape of deformation bands and their orientation to
the contact surface has been determined by viewing them on various
cuttinU planes made through laboratory endurance tested 6309 size
bearing inner ring specimens of common bearing steels (52100
M50, 52CB and several specimens of ausformed M50 steel). Enclosure 8
shows schematically the principal cutting planes that were examined.

R
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On axial sections, deformation bands appear as shown in
Enclosure 1 and are oriented parallel to the contact surface.
Typically, their length to width ratio is of the order of 25:1
and it is not unusua. to encounter bands as long as 0.015" (0.3mm)
in specimens where they are well developed. In the axial view,
elongated, sharply bounded structures can be seen associated with,
and generally bordering, the white etching deformation bands. It
was shown by a series of tempering experiments described in (3),
that these elonjated structures are carbides.

On circumferential cutting planes, the deformation bands
again appear as structures that are long with respect to their
width. On these planes, however, they are no longer parallel
to the surface but are oriented at a definite angle to the contact
surface as shown in Enclosure 9. The angular orientation seen
in the 6309 deep groove bearing configuration is invariably
close to 230, rising toward the surface in the direction of ball
travel. Cylindrical bearing inner rings have been examined and the
angle found was close to 300. Apparently the angle formed isjfunctionally related to the bearing geometry in a ,hanner that is
not presently understood.

Views on the axial and circumferential planes suggest that
the deformation bands are actually thin platelets oriented to the
surface at a 230 angle (in 6309 inner rings). As shown in3 Znclosure 10 where the deformation bands are viewed in their own
plane (i.e. a plane cut 230 to the ring tangent) they have an
irregular plate like appearance.

3) Location of Deformation Bands and Their Relationship
to t-ie Calculated Stress Level

It was shown in (3) that the concentration of deformation

bands varies with depth in a manner that is analogous to the
variation of the maximum (unidirectional) shear stress ( max)
with depth. The maximum density of deformation b,.ds is found at
a depth below the contact surface that corresponds closely to the
depth where max. reaches its highest magnitude. Most specimens

R
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of the 6309 configuration examined to date (with some notable
exceptions to be discussed later) have shown a well defined upper
limit to the deformation bands, located at a depth between
0.008" to 0.009" below the contact surface. This finding as
well as the general correspondence between the density of defor-3 I • mation bands and the maximum• shear stress curve, mentioned above,
suggest that deformation bands develop only when a critical shear
stress magnitude is exceeded.

It was shown in (2) that this critical value can be estimated
at max.=120,000 psi. This estimate is based on the observed3| limits of deformation bands seen on axial planes cut through the
6309 inner ring configuration. Enclosure 11 gives details of the
contact and shear stresses generated during operation of this
configuration under the standard test loading conditions employed.
Enclosure 12 is a low magnification micro-jraph showing the
distribution of deformation bands on an axial plane with a super-
imposed plot, drawn to the same scale, showing calculated contour
lines which connect points that have experienced equal magnitudes
of max. shear stress. It is impossible to draw a single contourH • line which includes all of the deformation bands without extending
it well into the region where no deformation bands exist. The
actual distribution of deformation bands appears to be deeper
and concentrated more towards the center than predicted by the
calculated shear stress values. It is believed nevertheless that
120,000 psi is a realistic estimate of the threshold shear stress
since it most closely approximates the observed limits of
deformation banding.

This estimate is limited to 52100 steel, heat treated to aI hardness of Rc 59-60 with no retained austenite. Similar estimates
made on other materials or on different 52100 steel structures
may be valuable indicators of the response of materials to
cycl.c stress.

1 -9-
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4) Rate of Deformation Band Development

3 It seems intuitively reasonable that, if deformation band
development is related to cyclic stress, their concentration
should increase with longer cycling times. In general, this
was found in (2) to be true for specimens selected from the
same test group although there are unexplained deviations
from this behavior and there is quite a large scatter in a plot
of % structural alteration vs. cycling time. A large difference
was found (2) also between the rate of structural change in ai group of non-stabilized bearings (15% retained austenite) and two
groups of stabilized bearings (0% austenite austenite). The
group with retained austenite developed deformation bands at

[1 approximately 2 to 3 times the rate of the stabilized groups.

This difierence is ascribed to the fact that retained
austenite is a softer consituent than martensite or the lower

bainit structures fomdduring decomposition o eardaseie

Thus ietained austenlte, having a lower yield point, deforms
plastically more readily in resnonse to the cyclic shear stresses
generated during rolling contact.

It would be t empting at. this point to postulate either a
beneficial or a harmful effect on fatigue life, from high rates
of deformation band growth. In the study reported in (2) the
data seemed to indicate that higher LIO group lives are related
to greater rates of deformation band gr-wth. mis result could
not withstand a test 9f statistical siguif!,ance, however, and is
considered accidental particularly sinJce some recent work, to be
discussed later, has shown that excellent LlO lives are associated
with bearing groups that developed no deformatior bands.

R
I
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PART II

IDENTIFICATION OF POTENTIAL FAILURE INITIATION POINTS

In the previous section, discussion has centered on the
growth of deformation bands at predictable locations within the
highly stressed volumes of bearing parts. The question arises
whether deformation bands are relevant to the problem of fatigue3 failure or merely concurrent to cycling, I.e., a pIenomenon
which accompanies cycling but bears no relationship to the actual
failure mechanism.

The most serious doubts pertaining to the relevancy of
deformation bands to fatigue are raised when the following facts(Jare considered:

1) Fatigue failures are frequently seen in relatively short
lived bearings which, upon sectioning, show little or no develop-
ment of deformation band5 within their highly stressed volume.

2) Unfailed bearings can be found with a high density of
deformation bands throughout their stressed volume.

It has been concluded nevertheless, on the basis of observations
to be described in the prescnt report, that deformation bands are
in fact intimately related to the rolling contact fatigue failure3 process. The apparent paradox disappears when a distinction is drawn
between bulk material deformation bands and those that develop
locally arouna imperfections.

I Bulk material deformation bands are those that develop in

response to the applied macroscopic stress field. They are
Stypified by those shown in Enclosure 12 where the deformation

- bands have developed within a reasonably well defined area that
has experienced repeated applications of a maximum shear stress
in excess of an apparent threshold value; 120,000 psi (calculated).

* Localized deformation bands, on the other hand, arise at unexpected
locations where the calculated shepr stress may or may not exceedII the apparent thresho'a value. Invariably, this type of
deformation band is found associated with an imperfection. Localized
deformation bands have, to the present time, been seen developing
in the vicitity of 4 types of defects:

RESEARCH LABORATORY INDUSTRIES, INC.
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l).Non-metallic inclusions

2) Surface grinding furrows

3) Debris dents of the surface

4) Pits in the surface

Undoubtedly, there exists a number of other types of

imperfections that can initiate the development of localized defor-
mation bands. Any type of large dent, gouge, or pit resulting
for example,frorn mishandling, passage of electric current, or
corrosion would probably initiate local deformation band growth.
These, however, are obvious failure causes and research efforts
associating ther with failure would be redundant. The defects
listed above, however, are small, barely visible, imperfections

I that are usually seer. only on examination inder a low power
microscope. Furthermore, they are imperft tions that must be

considered as normal occurrences, they are not the consequence of
any unusual manufacturing or operating conditions.

In the following sections each of these imperfections will
be discubsed. A series of photographs will be presented showing
the localizea development of the defori,.ation bands around
imperfections. The sequence of events which eventually leads toIispalling failure of the bearing part will be demonstrated.

1) Non-Metallic Inclusions

I There is little need for further documentation of failures
developing from large non-metallic inclusions in bearing parts.
They are well known fail-ure initiators and many examples can be
found in the literature (12) showing their involvement in fatigue
failures. Enclosure 03 is an example from the present study of an
incipient spall thV;t initiated at a large non-metallic inclusion.

I
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What is lacking in the literature, howeve-, is sufficient
information concerning the effects of small inclusions in
rolling contact fatigue of hardened steel.

There is some evidence in the literature taken from non-5 rolling contact fatigue investigations, showing that even very
small inclusions can be effective failure nuclei. Cummings,
SLulen and Schulte (03) did an extensive investigation of the
inclusions which nucleated fatigue failure in a large series of
rotating bending fatigue test specimens. They found that inclusions
as small as 250 microinches (aporoximately 60) are effectiveV initiators of fatigue failures in steel hardened to an ultimate
tensile strength of 300,000 psi (approximately 53-55Rc). Duckworth (14)
has summari7ed a number of fatigue investigations and makes the
following statement regarding inclusions, "Where the inclusion
is close to the surface it is clear that to achieve a fatigue limit
of 200,000 psi would require inclusions no greater than 11i in
diameter to be present".

It is not the purpose of the present discussion tG fix the
,:ritical size of harmful inclusions in bearing steels. This value
is undoubtedly a function of the stress level, hardness level and
quite possibly ot*.er properties of the bearing material such as
ductility. It is being pointed out, however, that very small
inclusions near the limit of light microscope resolution, are potential
sources of fatigue failures. Enclosure 6 shows an incipient spall
forming around a non-metallic incluions lying near the surface having
approximately 10-1511 in diameter. Enclosure 14 shows very small
sub-surface inclusions (less than 50) witn deformation bands
beginning to form in their vicinity.

2) Surface Furrows

II 'lne initiation and formation of spalls around surface
furrows can best be demonstrated by a sequencý of photos showingV progressive stages of spall development.

I
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i Enclosure 15 's a surface photograph of an endurance tested
bearing showing the typical effects that are associated with
grinding furriws. The area surrounding the furrow is glazed
and appears pulled or pitted in places-within the glazed area. The
visibility of giazing has been greatly enhanced by the fact that
the bearing ring was lightly etched before wnning. This explains
why the undisturbeu surface away from the furrow appears dark.

After polishing the surface metallurgically with diamond
paste(since the surface is curved, polishing is done manually
with a small cotton swab) it is possible tv see that
the pitted region around the furrow is iJ. fact a serics of small
cracks. This can be seen in Enclosure 16 where the polished
surface adjazent to the furrow is shown unetched and, at somewhat
higher magnification, etched, After polishing approximately
3 to 5P below the surface, deformatlon bands lying below the
glazed area of the surface are exposed. This is shown in Enclosure
17 where the deformation bands tend to form two parallel rows
which lie in an approximate chevroi, formation when viewed on a
polished surface parallel to the original surface.

Enclosure 18 shows incipient spalling under a furrow that
was polished away to reveal the deformation bands. The beginningj[of a spall can be seen in its relati3nship to the deformation
bands. The fact thaL the incipient spall fits neatly within the

parallel rows of deformation bands is good evidence that cracks
associated with the deformatinn bands are capable of joiling
tojether to form a small spall. The small spall eventually becomes
a larqe spall which erds tie useful life of the bearing. A typical
furrow initiated large spall which caused failure aý 150 million
revolutions is shown at the top of Enclosure 19. At the bottom
of the Enclosure is a cross-section cut through the s all
as shown in the scnematic diagram. Heavy deformation bands can
be seen lyinV below the grinding furrow and leadinq directly into
the spall.

!
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The sequence of events leading to fatigue failures that
initiate at grinding furrows can be summarized as follows:

The elastohydrodynamic oil film, which under the test
conditions normally keeps the bearing surfaces separated in the
contact ared, collapses in the vicinity of the grinding furrow
due to oil leakage into the furrow. This allews metal to metal
contact to occur at the borders of the furrowleading to the
glized appearance of Enclosure 15. Heavy tractive forces which
greatly intensify the local stress field are presumably generated
when the mnetal surfaces come into contact. The increased stresses
cause localized plastic disturbances which in turn leads to cracking
as shown in Enclosure 16. The cracks eventually join to form
an hicipient spdIl (Enclosure 18) which then grows to become a
full c•ale spall that ends the useful life of the bearing (Enclosure 19).

I1 3) Debris Dents

Essentially the same sequence of events which lead to furrow
initiated fatigue failures can be seen operating in the vicinity
of debris dents. Debris dents can form during test operation
even though the oil supplied to test bearings is first passed
through a 2511 filter. It is not unusual to find debris dents
larger than 25P in diameter on long lived bearings even though none
of the bearing components have visibly failed during testing.

Enclosure 20 is a surface micrograph showing a debris dent
with an incipient spall immediately above the dent. In the top
micrograph the dert appears as a shallow depression while the
incipient srall is the much deeper depression above the dent.
Considerable glazing around the debris dent is apparent while a
somewhat lesser degree of glazing can be seen around the incipient

spall1.

I
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The spall outlined in the upper micrograph is shown in theI lower micrograph at higher magnification after polishing (by
rubbinj with diamond paste on a cotton swab), and etcnlng.
After polishing, the outline of the dent is lost and it has been
sketched in to show the relationship between the dent and the
spall. By referring to the sketched outline it can be seen that
the deformation bands have developed under the glazed areas
surrounding the spall and not under the dent itself. It is alsoS apparent from the relative positions of the spall, the dent,
and the deformation bands that the most severe damage cccurs
under the glazed area rather than under the dent. This is
consistent with the findings around grinding furrows. The parallel
arrays of deformation bands seen on the polished surface of
Enclosure 17 correspond to the glazed area around the furrow
and relatively little plastic deformation is seen under the
furrow itself. The final stages of spalling from debris dents
(i.e. full scale spalls which constitute bearing failures) will
be shown later in a discussion of spall analysis.

4) Pits

Recent observations have revealed that still another type
of surface defect is associated with fatigue failures. These
are presently being classified as pits to differentiate them
from debris dents. Although at times it is difficult to differentiate
between the two, pits generally are deeper and their bottoms
tend to be darker, as though they had been subjected to chemical
attack. The origin of the observed pits is unknown although a program,
to be discussed later, has been initiated in an attempt to determineI their origin.

Enclosure 2] includes two micrographs of fatigue damage
around a pit. The upper photo shows a typical pit with the
surrounding glazed and cracked area (compare with the dent in
Enclosure 20 and note the greater depth and the dark appearance of
the bottom). The lower photo taken after polishing anr4 etching
shows a number of cracks around the pit..

I
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Clearly the type of damage around pits is Identical to that
previously shown around grinding furrows and debris dents. Here
again the most severe damage is under the glazed area rather than
under the defect itself. Examples of full scale spalls initiatedat pits will be shown later.

I PART III

3 SPALL ANALYSIS

In the traditional vie# of rolling contact fatigue it has long
been held that failpres are generally subsurface initiated (15).
In the preceeding section it was shown that at least 3 types of
defects can initiate failures at the surface. A number of
surface originated failures have been documented in well made
bearings. Thus it has now become possible to identify and to a degree
control these additional sources of fatigue failure. These
findings are of considerable practical significance.

1) Spalls Developed from Intentionally Produced Defects

One of the points emphasized in the proceeding section is

that the most severe damage associated with a surface defect is
found under the glazed area surrounding the defect. In examining
failed bearings, it is frequently seen that the defect remains
intact with the spalled area lying d'rectly behind it in the
direction of rolling. This was verified by intentionally
producing defects on several bearing rings and examining them
after failure. Enclosure 22 shows a bearirq that was tested with
a scratch produced with a pyramid shaped diamond and running
across the groove in a direction perpendicular to that of ball
travel. The scratch is shown before running at the upper left of
Enclosure 22. A Talysurf trace is shown to the upper right and
indicates that the scratch is approximately 0.0004" deep. The
photojraph at the bottom shows the same scratch after the bearing
failed.

I
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It is apparent that the scratch is intact and that
failure started under the glazed area immedidtely adjacent to the
scratch.

Enclosure 23 shows two examples of spalls that were
initiated adjacent to grinding marks that were made with a hand
grinder to simulate severe dents. Again, failure can be seen11initiating under the glazed area with the grinding marks remaining
intact on the surface. These examples are shovin to illustrate
the fact that it is not unusual to find the failure initiation
point remaining intact on the bearing surface after a spall has
developed. With respect to ball movement, the initiation
points have always been found lying ahead of the spall, i.e.
the ball rolls over the Initiation point first. It is
reasonable, however, to suspect that in many other cases this is
not true, i.e. that the spall propagates both ways from, or
directly under the initiation point. In these cases, evidence of
surface initiation would be removed with the spall and the spall
would be classified as indeterminate in origin.

112) Fatigue Spalls with Determined Point of Origin

A large number of spalls have been photographed in order
to demonstrate the various types of spalls that have been identified
in test ball bearings. It is emphasized that these photos do
not include many types of failures that can be experienced in
field operated bearings (`e for example ref. 20). The test
bearing photographs are not intended to demonstrate all of the
bearing failure modes (i.e. lubrication distress, overloading, etc.)
but rather to illustrate that there are various sub-categories
of spelling failures that can be identified among that type of failure

I categorized under the general heading of fatigue failures.

The three types of surface initiated spalls are illustrated
in the following enclosures:

Enclosure 24-Furrow initiated spells.
7 Enclosure 25-Debris dent initiated spells.

Enclosure 26-Pit initiated spells.

R
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Furrow initiated spalls are easily identified
by their pointed ends (shown circled in Enclosure 24) which
typically trail off into the furrow itself. Under binocular
microscope examination (8-30X) the end of the spall near the
furrow has a shallow slopa while the othir end typically has a
steep slope. Reasins for this spall morp),olojy will be examined
later. The surface adjacent to the spall is always glazed and
in some cases shows evidence of .racking similar to that shown
in Enclosure 15. Glazing, in the spall photographs appears as a
darkened region around the surface defect. This, in the lowH magnification photographs is due to oblique lighting conditions under
which the pictures are taken The high magnification photographs
shown earlier (Enclosures 15, 20, 21) were taken on a Bausch andFLomb metallograph where lighting ic perpendicular and glazing ap')ears
in its commonly seen contrast, i.e. the glazed area is lighter
than the surrounding unglazed regions.

The debris dent initiated spalls of Enclosure 25 were chosei
from bearings with no history of failure among the other rollingII elements. As was pointed out earlier, origin of the debris
which caused denting is unknown since it did not originate from
visible failure of another element within the bearing.

A potential source of debris which could conceivably
have caused the denting is material removed from the spall itself.
This explanation cannot be justified, however, in view of the high
degree of glazing observed around the initiation point which
is greater than around the spall edges. Glazing takes time
to develop and its severity testifies to the fact that the dent
existed before the appearance of a spall. Upon spalling,the
bearing begins to vibrate excessively and the test is shut down
automatically by a vibration sensing device within minutes after
spalling first occurs. Experience with test bearing operations
has shown that glazing will develop around small surface marks,
such as the dents shown, only after prolonged bearing operation.

1 -19-
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3 Further evidence that dents preceed and in fact cause spalling

was given earlier where the development of deformation bands and
an incipient spell adjacent to a dent was shown (Enclosure 20).
Finally, there is evidence from spell morphology where, as shown
previously with furrows, the shallow end of the spall lies
immediately adjacent to the dent point of initiation.

Enclosure 26 shows pit initiated spells. The origin of this
type of surface defect has not been determined. The bottom of
the pits frequently appear darkened as if there were corrosive
attack on the meta. No known cause exists, however, for corrosion
in the test environment. The pits are not restricted to the region
of the spall and they are seen on both failed and unfailed bearing
elements. In cases where spelling appears to be pit initiated,
numerous other pits are generally found on unfailed portions of the
contact surface. Few, if any, are seen on non-contact surfaces.
The detection of pitting, which appears to be corrosion related, in
a presumably non-corrosive test environment is a significant finding
that will be pursued in future investigations.

Under binocular microscope examination dent and pit
initiated spalls are frequently difficult to distinguish from each

other and in photographs the difference is even harder to detect.
In cases where the spell is clearly dent initiated, the dent has

a definiLe outline with a clean appearing bottom that appears
as a depressed region showing the same markings as the surrounding
surface. Initiation points that are clearly pits howover are

irregular in outline and show the discoloration at the bottom

mentioned previously. There are a number of surface defects
which have some characteristics of both and the decision whether

they are classified as dents or pits rests largely with the observer.I
I
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This situation, as well as the fact that both dents and
pits are of unknown origin shows the need for further investigation
that will determine at what point in running these features develop
and when their effects becomes serious enough to initiate failures.
It is planned, in this program, to study the changes in surface
condition that develop during bearing operation by taking
photomicrographic records of bearing surfaces at periodic intervals
in the course of endurance testing. Evidence that pits have the
same capability of initiating fatigue failures as do dents and
furrows was shown earlier in Enclosure 21. Pit initiated spalls
show the same morphology as do the other two types of surface
initiated spalls, i.e., the side of the spall next to the pit has
a shallow entry slope while the opposite end of the spall has a steep

I-i slope

3) Fatigue Spalls of Indeterminate Origin

Ii In paragraph 2, above, three types of fatigue spells with
identifiable origins were described. Not all test bearing
failures fall into these categories and there remains a number
of failures where the point of initiation cannot be readily
identified. These failures of indeterminate origin have distinctive
appearances which make it possible to classify them into two
cateqories shown in Enclosure 27 and described as follows:

A) Apparently Surface Initiated Spalls with no
Obvious Point of Initiation

These spalls have much the same morphology as do the other
surface initiated spalls, however, no dent, pit or furrow appears
at the shallow spall end. It is conjectured that this type of
spall originates either at an inclusion that lies near the surface
or at a surface defect that was removed during spalling.

B) Apparently Subsurface Initiated Spalls

It is shown later that a high percentage of spells among
endurance tested bearings originate at surface defects. There remains

3 however a sizable number of spIlls with no identifiable initiation
S point and no evidence of surface initiation. This type of spell

shown at the bottom of Epclosure 27 is the only category which shows
no shallow end and at least some of these spills are believed to
initiate at subsurface inclusions.

1 -21- 4
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It should be ewiphasized that the findirgs of the vresent report,
with regard to surface initiated spalls, have generally been made
on endurance test bearings produced from excfptionally clean
heats of through hardening steels that have been prepared by
consumable vacuum remelting (CVM) or carbon vacuum deoxidation (C7G)
processes. These are among the cleanest bearing steels available.
The bearinqs are generally operated in a test regime where adequate
elastohydrodynamic (EHD) conditions prevail (EHO film thickness to
surface roughness ratio greater than 4).

The proportion of subsurface originated failures will, for a
given EHD film condition, tend to increast with increasing
inclusion content. With lower EHD film thickness/surface roughness
ratios however the trend will be towards increased surface
originated failures.

Although the data presented has emphasized the surtace

initiation of spalls it is not intended to de-emphasize the

importance of subsurface initiation at large non-metallic irclusions.
Among those steels with relatively abundant or large non-metnllic

inclusions (e.g. air melt, throujh hardeninj steels and non-vacuum
melted carburizing grades of steel), subsurface initiation remains

an important mode of spallinj. Even among the bearings made from

clean steels, described later in this section, a significant number
of spalls are of undetermined origin. These spalls are sitspected

of being subsurface initiated.

Investigations of the failure nuclei in spall. witt: undetermined

regions are currently being made by electron maicroscope examination

of spall fractographs, a technique recently developed at the

R Laboratory.
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4) Spall Fractography

.1 The electron microscope offers a distinct advantage over the

light microscope for spall investigations in that it is capable of
.resolving details at high magnification while maintaining a large

depth of focus. At equivalent magnification the light microscope
image of a rough surface is largely out of focus and only a very

limited area is visible. Furthermore, the upper limit of available
macnifications is qreatly extended.

The technique developed for examining spalled bearing surfaces

involves making a two stage, polystyrene carbon replica. The

technique is fully described in a Special Report to be issued

3hortly (AL67M060).

Liectron microscope studies of fracture have shown a variety
of fracture modes which can be classified into the two broad
categories of ductile and brittle modes. Between these extremes

are certain types of fractvre surfaces which bear some aspects of
bota modes.

U] It is hoped in these .3pall fractographic studies, to determine
what portion of spall formation is by slow crack propagation (generally
associated with ductile fracture modes) and by catastrophic crack

growth (brittle fracture).

Although only a limited number of spalls have been examined to

date, the available evidence supports the conteention that cracks

leading to spalls in through hardened bearing rings propagate
Spredominantly by brittle frf.cture modes. Enclosure 28 i;; a typical

example of the "cleavage" type of fracture surface which seems to

predominate over the major portion of snall surfaces. (Pelloux (16)

has summarized a number of microfractographic investigations and

considers cleavage as a brittle mode of crack propagation).

R
I
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A few isolated examples of ductile fracture modes have been
found in spalls. Enclosure 29 shows a second phase particle (pre-
sumably a non-metallic inclusion) which appears to have initiated aif series of step-like fatigue strAations in the surrounding material.

This fractograph is from a spall that was believed to be sub-
surface initiated. Although It is not possible to show that the
particle was responsible for failure of the ring, it is evident that
fracture, within the region shown, initiated at the particle. A
considerable body of dati as well as experience in interpreting
fractographic evidence must be gained before it will be pussible to
make conclusive identifications of failure initiation points.

5) Relative Fre,.ency of Vario2.s j•Ijj. Types_

Aay tabulation showinq the relative frequency of the various
spall types will necessarily be influenced by a number of
paraemters including; the material tested, operating conditions,p e.g. speed, lubricants, etc.

It is interesting nevertheless to show such tabulations for
several recent bearing test groups in order to demonstrate that
surface initiated fallures are not isolated occurrences and represevit
an important mode of fatigue failure. It is emphasized that these

ltabulations are representative of high cleanliness, through hardened
bearing steel run under the carefully controlled laboratory test
conditions specified in Table I.

TABLE,

Test CondiLions for All Endurance Test Bearings Described in
Described in Tables II. III, IV

Bearing Type - 6309 Deep groove ball bearing

Load - 4240 lbs. radial load (See Enclosure 11

I for further details).

AFBMA -10 million revolutionsI ~~Cn ~c utiated
L10

Test Machine - R-2

Speed - 9700 rpm

I Lubricant - Mobil DTE extra heavy mineral oil. circulating

Outer Rinj - )5-105 degrees C
Temper.

-24-
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TABLE 
II.

8 Spall Types Identified in a Group of Consumable Vacuum Remelted

jj52100 Bearings

Surface finish-ground F polished,1l microinches AA

1Elastohydrodynamic film thickness/surface roughness
ratio (calculated)=2.0

LIO life estimattO-50.B million revs.

uI 26 Brgs. tested-22 inner rings failed*-20 inner rings examined

RI ing Life Spall Type Ring Life Spall Type

14.3 million indeterminate 170.1 mill. Furrow initiated

I 24.6 million Furrow initiated 179.3 mill. Furrow initiated
26.3 million Furrow initiated 198.8 mill. Furrow initiated

50.3 million Furrow initiated 240.5 mill. Furrow initiated

53.4 raillion Indeterminate 245.2 mill. Furrow initiated

i 71.9 million Furrow initiated 264.2 mill. Furrow initiated

74.3 !illion Furrow initiated 309.8 mill. Indeterminate

I 128.6 million ?¾arrow initiated 339.8 mill. Furrow initiated

i 141.7 million Furrow initiated 344.6 mill. Undeterminate

148.8 million Furrow initiated 392.4 mill. Undeterminate

ij (Bearing identification-F1042 Group 2.1)

If *lt is customary in bearing endurance tests for the inne: ring to be the
test element since this is the critical part most likely to fail.
In cases of outer ring or ball failures, they are considered as

3 suspensions. LIO is estimated by bias corrected maximum likelihood
method. For this reason all life results and spall analyses are
*or inner rings only.
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II This bearing group was tested in 1960 when grindirq and
polishing was the standard surface finishiniq technique for these
test bearings. It is apparent that furrows were the predominate cause
of failure in this group wit". a surface finish of 11 microinches(arithmetic average). Since that time the final polishing operation
has been replaced by honing whicn produces superior surfaces as shown
below.

LiTABLE III

Spall Types Identified in a Group of Carbon Vacuum Deoxidized
52100 Steel Bearin-gs

Surface Finish-Ground and Honed 1.3-2.0 Microinches

11 Elastohydrodynamic film thickness/surface roughness ratio
(calculated) z 9.4

Ii LIO Estimate - 95.0 million

II 29 bearings tested-13 inner rings failed

I Ring Life Spall Type Ring Life Spall Type

69.1 Furrow initiated 223.1 Indeterminate

1 87.3 Pit initiated 224.5 Furrow initiated

S141.1 Indeterminate 256.7 Indeterminate
153.2 Furrow Initiated 314.3 Indeterminate

1z5.6 Indeterminate 340.6 Furrow initiated

156.7 Furrow initiated 377.3 Indeterminate

191.6 Furrow initiated

f Bearing identifi,.ation F-6891

I
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T n this group, with improved surface finish, the proportion

of furrow initipted failures decreased while the hearing lives in-
.reased.

SThe following three bearing groups were manufactured from
experimental heats that are molybdenum containing modifications of
52100 steel (one steel analysil is known as 52CB). These groups gave
excellent LIO lives.

TABLE IV

Spall Types Identified in Three Groups of Experimental Modifications uf

tjie 52CB Steel Analysis

Group 1-Acid openhearth airmelt 52CB modification

Surface Finish-1.3-2.5 microinches-ground & honed

Elastohydrodynamic film thickness/surface roughress ratio
(calculated)z8.2

30 bearings tested-4-inner rings failed

LIO life estimate-329 millionrevs.

3 Rinj Life Spall Type Rini Life SIpall Type
213.1 Indeterminate 350.6 Indeterminate
279.7 Dent initiated 401 .2 Dent initiated

I}
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TABLE IV (Cont'd)I

Group 2 - Consumable vacuum melt 52Cb modification

I Surface flnish-l.6-2.4 microinches-ground & honed

Elastohydrodynamic film thickness/surface roughness
ratio (calculated)=8.0

32 bearings rested-5 inner rings failed

L1 0 life estimate - 176 million revs.II
Ring Life Spall Type Ring Life Spall Type

V 36.0 Dent initiated 249.0 Furrow initiated

I 50.5 Indeterminate 311.0 Dent Initiated

185.5 Indeterminate

UI Group 3-Acid openhearth air-melt 52CB modifications

Surface finish-l.3-2.2 microinches, ground & honed

Elastohydrodynamic film thickness/surface roughness ratio
i (calculated)=8.6

32 Bearings tested-3 failed

II L1O life estimate-4i4 million

Ring Life aII Type

321.7 Furrow initialed

335.8 Pit Initiated

1 420.1 Indeterminate
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Even though these last 3 groups have excellent lives,
surface originated failures played an important role in determining

III the group lives.

Examination of unfailed bearings from these modified 52CB
steel groups showed that many long lived rings (300-500 million
revs.) had dents and pits that did not cause failure. Several
long lived bearings (300-500 million revs.) from each group were
sectioned and examined under the light microscope for evidence of[1 deformation bands. Repeated thorough examinations were made on
Saxial uross-sections within the bulk material zone where the
deformation bands are normally found. No evidence of bulk
material deformation baiids were found in any of these specimens.
This is in direct contrast to the usual experience with other
materials (including the basic 52CB analysis) where copious defor-
mation bands can usually be found in the highly stressed portions
of the rings after 100-200 million revs. at the same test load.
A number of dents and pits on the ring suxrfaces were polishedU and again no evidence of deformation bands were found.

The absence of deformation bands in either the subsurface bulk
material or around surface defects, coupled with the long life
demonstrated by this material is taken as evidence that in this
steel the threshold shear Gtress for initiation of deformation
band growth probably exceeds the value estimated for 52100 steel
(120,000 psi). Thus, the modified 52CB material appears to
be more resistant to plastic deformation under stress cycling and
should therefore be more fatigue resistant.

6) Ultrasonic Detection of Incipient Spall.s

SA disadvantage of the spall analysis methods, described
above, for detecting fail:-.e nuclei lies in the fact that once
spalling has taken place there is a distinct possibility thaL the
nucleation point has been obliterated by continued catastrophic
cracking and spalling.
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Existing endurance test equipment has been modified as shown
in Enclosure 30 for use with ultrasonic eqv'ipment which has been
designed to monitor the stressed volume of a test piece throughout
the entire rolling contact endurance test of a flat thrust washer/
ro]ler configuration. Information from the test is recorded on a
continuously running Alfax recorder.

As originally conceived the test was designed to operate
as follows:

If a defect is seen by the ultrasonic beam within the stressed
volume, this will be recorded as a dark point on the recorder
scan line. The horizontal position of the defect on the
recorder scan line can be related to its azimuth position within
the specimen by noting its distance from the origin of the scan line,
as shown in Enclosure 31. Thus as each succeeding scan is recorded
directly below the previous scan line, the same defects will
be noted over and over. As the chart continues to feed out at a
rate of 10 inches per hour, the repetition of defect indications
at the same horizontal positions will become visible as vertical

V lines, Since random noise indications are not repeated at the
same azimuth locations they will not line up vertically and it
should be possible to detect true defect indications even if weaker
than random noise pulses. As cracks are initiated and begin to
grow, either new indications will become visible or the existingp indications will beiin to become more prominent.

The test washer being rrunitored developed a small spall
(approximately 1/16" X 1/16") on the inner edge of the rolling a,•th
after running a total of 380 hours. No unusual ultrasonic
indicaticins were recorded either before or after the spall was
noted. Previousty the ultrasonic equipment had been checked and
found capable of de.ecting Rockwell hardness indentations located
at the center of the ball path (this was done on a different non-test
washer).

Ii
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With the test machine shut down it was possible to detect

the spall ultrasonically by repositioning the ultrasonic test
head. Failure to detect the spall during running is therefore
ascribed to the fact that the ultrasonic beam was focussed
primarily at the center of the rolling track. The track is

5mm wide and apparently the beam is incapable of detecting
defects over the entire path width in spite of the fact that
the ultrasonic crystal was designed to do so.

The ultrasoni3 test is being re-evaluated and a decision
will be made in the near future to either redesign the ultra-

sonic search and recording system or to discontinue the test.

[I PART IV

Crack Propagation Along Deformation Bands

H] The preceeding section has dealt almost exclusively with

crack initiation with little mention being made of crack

propagation. In Progress Report III (5) the directions of
crack propagation in the vicinity of spalls were documented by a

large number of photographs showing repeated cross-sections made

through spalls. This study led to the conclusion that cracks

propagate at an acute angle towards the bore of the ring until

they meet deformation bands whereupon they are diverted back towards
the surface in the direction of ball travel. This is shown

schematically in Enclosure 32.

I
I

I
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A striking example of this spall formation in an actual

bearing is shown in Enclosure 33. At the top of the Enriosure is
a photo of the spell before sectioning. Evidence of a furrow
initiation point can be seen at the left side of the spall while
the spall bottom has a distinctive serrated appearance. The
line drawn through the spall shows the sectioning plane which
was cut parallel to the direction of ball movement. Micrographs
of the cross-section are shown pieced together at the bottom of
Enclosure 33. The portion shown in Enclosure 33 represents only

a small segment of the sectioning plane under the furrow. The
"sawtooth" surface shown was taken from a two foot long display

of pieced together photographs which, in its entirety is too

cumbersome to show here. It is apparent that the cracks
propagate along deformation bands and that the portion of the
spell surface which slopes upward (in the rolling direction) towards
the original contact surface, tends to follow along the surfaces
of deformation bands.

Referring back to the spall photojraph at the top of the

Enclosure it is now apparent that a portion of the serrated

surfaces that are oriented to reflect light (the shiny surfaces)

are actually deformation bands that have become exposed by re-
moval of the surface material through spelling. Some of the defor-

mation bands of course are removed when the mating pieces of the

spelled material are torn away.

Additional evidence of crack propagation along deformation
bands wasshown in the First Summary Report (1). When endurance
tested rings containing deformation bands were fractured in a

Vpress, the fracture paths deviated markedly from their original

courses in order to propagate along deformation bd"ds. Once past

the region of deformation bands, the fracture paths resumed

their original course.

It is conjectured that lenticular carbides which form

preferentially at the boundaries of deformation bands, are

responsible for this behavior. The lenticular carbide

boundaries are believed to be brittle interfaces which represent

preferred paths for crqck propagation.

-32-
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When the spall iniLiates at a surface defect, the end of the
spall near the defect has a shallow slope. In Enclosure 19 the
localized near-surface deformation bands, associated with the
defect at the shallow end of the spall, are oriented in a
direction that is opposite to that shown in Enclosure 9 for the
subsurface bulk material deformation bands. With respect to the
rolling direction, the near surface deformation bands slope
downwards away from the surface while the subsurface bulk-material
deformation bands slope upwards towards the contact surface.

In Enclosure 19 it can be seen that thE spall surface, at
its shallow end, slopes in the direction of the near surface
deformation bands. It is believed that cracks propagate in this

Sdirection to a depth sufficient to bring the!- in the vicinity of
ihe subsurface deformation bands. In the subsurface region the
direction of crack propagation is altered by the bulk material
deformation bands which tend to divert the cracks back '-owards the
surface.

This behavior is demonstrated in Enclosure 33 by a specimen
with well developed bulk material deformation bands. The same
behavior has been demonstrated in Progress Report III (5) in a
specimen with very few bulk material deformation bands. It was
also shown in (1) by a series of spall depth measurements, that
the maximum depths attained by spalls corresponds to the depths
where bulk material deformation bands are found.

I

!1
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3 PA!RT V

DISCUSSION AND APPLICATION OF RESULTS

SDiscus ion

Deformation bands have been shown to be relevant to
rolling contact fatigue in two respects:

1) They are preferred paths for easy
propagation of crac!,s.

2) Their location auid density is an indication
of the stress level achieved during
cyclic stressing. In this sense they are
a type of "stmin gage".

When observed in the bulk material, deformation bands are an
indication of the macroscopic stress level imposed during bearing
operation. In cases where bearings with unknown or suspect loading
conditions are examined, the location and density of deformation
bands can be compared with thecalculated stress levels and
inferences made with respect to the true loading conditions. For
example, evidence of misalignment has been detected in cylindrical
roller bearings by comparing the density of deformation bands at
either end of the contact zone, with the grtater concentration
being found at the heavily loaded end.

Deformation bands have also been observed at locations where
the calculated stress is well below the "threshold level" for
their growth. In these cases they are invariably founid to be
associated with defects. Deformation bands around large non-metal~ic
inclusions (e.g. "butterfly" structures) are wel! known examples of
their localized growth around defects. In the present investigation,
localized deformation band growth has been associated with seceral
types of surface defects as well aE with very small inclusions,
The data presented earlier, linking defects to deformation bands,
cracks,and spalls, has shown that the development of deformation
bands around a defect can be taken as evidence that the defect is
a potential failure nucleus.

RESEARCH LABORATORY 5KP INDUSTRIES, INC.
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In spite of this evidence and the evidence showing that

cracks propagate along deformation bands, no evidence has been
uncovered showing fatique cracks initiating at the deformation
bands themselves.

SIThese results are consistent with observations made by
Grosskreutz (17) who has summarizrd a number of fatigue Investigations
dealing with micromvchanisms. He has concluded that, while many
types of structural alterations are associated wlth fatigue
processes, it is wrong to assume that the changes are a type
of "fatigue damage" which if prolonged, will of themselves
eventually lead to crack initiation.

In his view, however, fatigue cracks can be initiated by
the interaction of micromechanisms with a free surface. Where
subsurface initiation of cracks has been reported, initiation is
generally assuciated with defects such as voids or inclusions that
can act as a free surface. Grosskreutz feels that conclusive
evidence, linking micromechanisms to bona fide cases of subsurface
crack initiation (in an intact matrix) is lacking. Once a
crack is initiated, however, there is little doubt that micro-
structural changes play a major role in its propagation.

I With the recent advent of' vacuum processes the cleanliness of
steels is continuously improving. With fewer and smaller sub-
surface non-metallic inclusions being available to initiate fatigue
failures the role of surface defects becomes more important.
This is shown by the data of Table II where the fatigue failures
are predominantly of surface origin in a group of vacuum melted
steel bearings with a surface finish of 11 microinches AA which
by todays standards for endurance test bearings is not the best.
Improvements in surface finishing can reduce the importance
of surface failures (as in Table III).

I
I
U
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i OUTLOOK

Findings made in the in'estigation suggest several future
studies or practical applications.

Control of Surface Originated Failures

It can be concluded, from the evidence presented earlier,
that surface defects are not of themselves 3ntirely responsible
for the localized stress intensification that leads to the observed
damage. In every case, the damage has been found under the glazed
area where elastohydrodynamic lubricant film conditi-s are not
maintained.

While it is desirable, of course, to operate with surfaces as
free of defects as possible, a certain amount of surface damage
is unavoidable. The furrows, dents or pits will be far less
effective as failure nucleation points, however, if metal to metal
contact at their borders is prevented or their influence on failure is
otherwise minimized. This can be Pccomplished by lubrication
schemes suc;h as further increasing the lubricant film thickness,
using better boundary lubricants, or solid surface films.

It should be cautioned that large increases in bearing life
through the control of surface originated failures can only be
expected with clean bearing materials. If severe subsurface initi-
ation points are readily available, as in a dirty heat of steel,
little is gained by eliminating the surface initiation points.

Failure always depends on the outcome of a competition
between failures initiating at tne most severe surface or subsurface

I stress raiser.

I
!
I
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Investigation of the Limit-Ing Size of Harmful Defects

I At the present time information is almost totally lacking
regarding the limitinj size of "harmful" defects. The situation
with regard to surface defects can be attacked, simply by making
large numbers of measurements of surface defects that causv failure.
Conceivably, functional relationships between defect size, life,
and bearing operation parameters cou'd be derived from such a
study. A start in this direction wil' be taken in an invesigation,
to be initiated shortly, where bearing surfaces will be examined
and photographed at various stages of inierrupted endurance tests,

Selection of Bearing Steel Candidates by PhyZical Property
Measurement.

The es'imated value (120,000 psi) of the threshold shear
stress for Jeformation band growth in 52100 steel implies that
there is a yield point significantly below that usually associated
with hurdened steels. This "microyield" limit is a measureablef physical property. Since plastic deformation is required for the
initiation and propagation of fatigue cracks, it is reasonable
to postula.e a relationship between the microyield limit and
fatigue be iavior.

I!

Ductility is another material prope.-r<" that can be expected to
correlate with fatigue. Manson (18) as -:-i as Coffin (19)
have showii thdt ductility is a key deter H:'iat of fatigue behavior
In the lay, cycle range of fatigue f-iiures. There iq no reason
to suspect that this relationship does not held for high cyclei! fatigue applications of hardened steel. Duckworth (14) has slated;
"The requirements for producing steels with a high fatiyw. limit
appear t( be a raising of the tensile strength tc. ibnve 40G,000 psi
(Rc 60 aid above) while retaining a high ductility and keeping the
size of deleterious inclusions to below l0o".

AAmeng steels nardened to the levels ured for rolling cuntac*
beirinq!. it is generally assumed that ductility is low and
little ittentlon has been paid to this material property.

!

II -37-
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With constantly increasing demands being made of bearings,
operating in unusual environments at high or low temperatures,
new materials and optimum heat treating parameters are continuallyS~being evaluated.

Faced with this large array of potential bearing material
carididates, the standard endurance test method of evaluating
materials is frustratingly slow and costly. Screening tests
bused on fatig.a related material properties would be of great
help in eliminating obviously poor candidates and ,ould provideha rptiona" basis for selecting the more promising candidate
mnaterials if it could bc' sho-wn that such tests correlate with

fatigue. While such attemptc-d corretations have been fruitless
in the past, better approaches may well be found.

I
'I

Ii

I'

I

Ii'

I
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[ ENCLOSURE 1

DEFORMATION BANDS WITH LARGE LENTICULAR CARBIDES AT THE BORDERS

Picral Etch 2000X
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ENCLOSURE 2

DEFORMATION BANDS BEFORE AND AFTER TEMPERING AT 5000C FOR 1 HOUR

Picral Etch 2000X

The circle was scratched on with a micro-hardness diamond
inctentor to facilitate relocation of the same area after tempering.

Picral Etch 200OX
Same area as above after temnperingj in an inert atmosphere.
Circle was removed by repolishing but is shown by black outiine.

Brg. No .89l1115 Litfe-150 Mill 1ion Revs.-
RESEARCH LABORATORY 5mKFr INDUSTRIES, INC.
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I ENCLOSURE 3

CELL STRUCTURES AFTER TEMPERING IN THE ELECTRON MICROSCOPE

40 ,OOOX
Tempered *3250C for IV hours. Many small carbide
precipitate particles are visible at the cell walls.

r

53, 000X
Cell structure after tempering at 55CUC for 2I4 hours.
No carbides prccipitaited in thi3ý region during temdering.

RESEARCH LABORATORY SFINDUSTRIES, INC.
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ENCLOSURE 4

DEFORMATION BANDS DEVELOPING IN BULK MATERIAL UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF CYCLIC STRESS

%A.

~~~ 49L * *I-A

1. I.R:.so

yA2 cg

>~0%

Picra Etch2000

Picra Etch2000 X

Deforma'tion bands inthea 1~eale stage of developme ntt

Bearing 849-2314 Life 1573 Million Revs. D 52100 steel

RESEARCH LABORATORY 5KF~ INDUý3TRIES. INC.
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ENCLOSURE 5

DEFORMATION BANDS PRODUCED IN A SINGLE CYCLE OF LOAD APPLILATION

100

AIL

Picral Etch204
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ENCLOSURE 6-

INCIPIENT SPALL FORMING AROUND A NEAR SURFACE INCLUSION

20[
- ilPL ,d

Crck asoi dwt h/eetsaddfrainbns

Same arod , u jtr li t o tjr a 1h s h o w etch-1 CrackinJ cnh
s'QII at Thc bird& rs 1f def'rmnatikln banlds.

RESEARCH LABORAýrO-R"Y SK~ I N 6"t&S:T"R I~'_RTR-
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STRESS-INDUCED STRUCTURAL ALTERATION OF MARTENSITE

68000 X

Within de'Cirration ha4nds t

cell structure.
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9- tVI)O X

B C I I s t ruc t ure 1) r uo t c vt*d by c vy c s t re ss

def ) rmat i n ianids the ori gin•a 1
it i, structur,, ks transform(,d to• ;•
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CUT AWAY VIEW OF DEEP GROOVE BEARING INNER RING

I DEFINING VIEWING SECTIONS

I

I

iTANGENT
'SECTION

I I

Ii CIRCUMFERENTIAL
SECTION

AXIALSECTION ' •

IiIi
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ENCLOSURE 9

LOW MAGNIFICATION PHOTO OF DEFORMATION BANDS SHOWING THEIR 2~30 ORIENTATION

I TO THE SURFACE AS VIEWED ON A CIRCUMFERENTIAL PLANE

Picral Etch 4bOX

Bearing 1C42-1194 Life 425 Million Revs, 521CJ Steel

RESEARCH LABORATORY SKVF INDUSTRIES. INC.
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VIEW ON PLANE LYING PARALLEL TO THE PLANE

Ball

Ball N
Groove

.Are

A..

IA
t t.

* *r

&V se .

Light Micrograph of Plane Cut 230 to the
Ring Groove Tangent-Picral Etch 2000OX

RESEARCH- LABORATORY SKFr INDUSTRIES. INC.



'I ENCLOSURE 11

CONTACT ELLIPSE ON THE SURFACE OF A 6309 DEEP GROOV3
In BALL BEARING INNER RING

IP

\Pi|

Load - ,12111 lbs radial loa,
Dynamic Capacity to Load Ratio (CLP) - 2.15
Maximum normal Hertzian stress ("max) = .17.1,900 psi
Maximum alternating shear stress ("zy max) = 11t,800psi
Depth of max alternating shear stress (Z-CZymax) = 7.6 X 1- 3 in.
Maximum ,150 shear stress (t max) z 1.I4,000 psi
Depth of max 415) shear stress (Zo) 11.7 X 10-3 in.
Major and minor semi-axes of contact ellipse

a = 0.1547"

b 0.01511"

RESEARCH LABORATORY SKPr INDUSTRIES. INC._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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EfiCLOSURE 13

INCIPIENT SPALL INITIATED AT A LARGE NON-METALLIC INCLUSION

cc

-. 0

4-1

InI

-. 4 w.

O~ 44

Coo

A4
1r
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ENCLOSURE 14

[ EXAMPLES OF DEFORMATION BANDS FORMING AT SMALL NON-;.ETALLIC INCLUSIONS

Iii

Picral Etch 2000X

j..|
[
I
|

Picral and Sodium
Tridecylbenzene sulfonate 20))X

etch

Addition of a wetting agjent to Picral etch develops the prior
austenite grain bouniiaries in the structure.

All micrographs w,!re tdken from specimen 10-12-113-1, life 77 rrillion
revolutions, Airmelt 52100 steel Fully st ibil!zed -0% austenitu.

I
I RESEARCH LABORATORY .IK?' INDUSTRIES. INC.
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ENCLOSURE 15

'I SURFACE VIEW OF A GRINDING FURROW ON AN

ENDURANCE TESTED rNNER RING

I

F

100 X

Surrface dli 4 ress is appare-t in the glazed zrea surrounding

the furrow after 150 million revs.

RESEARCH LABORATORY ,5KP INDUSTRIES. INC.
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ENCLOSURE 16

SUJRFACE DISTPESS SIMILAR TO THAT SHOWN IN ENCLOSURE 15

.44'

400X
Polishing to a depth of .0001 reveals cracking under the
glazed and p~itted area which surrounds a furi~w.

in the~ etched condition.

I RESEARCH. LABORATORY 53KF INDUSTRIH---- INC.
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ENCLOSURE 17

ORIGINAL CONTACT SURFACE POLISHED TO A DEPTH .0002"

BELOW A GRINDING FURROW

Picral Etch 1000x
Deformation bands are evioent on both sides of a furrow shown
by a dotted line. The original furrowt. was remove] by polishing.

LX

Picral Etch 20 OX
High magnifi,:ation details of deformation around furrows. The pre,.er~ce,
of len Li :-u ar carbi des indicates that the defo rrat ii)n took p lace
over ~. long period of cycling. (Bearing No.603137 Lifezm.:0b Mi!l.Re-vs.)L IRESEARCH LABORATORY J5KFr INDUSTRIES, INC.
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I ENCLOSURE 18

3INCIPIENT SPALLING UNDER A FURROW THAT WAS POLISHED AWAY
SURFACE SHOWN IS .0002" BELOW ORIGINAL CONTACT 'SURFACE & SHOWS DEFORMAT ION BANDS

I&
I .1 Deformation Band

I

Deformation baild

Picral Etch LOOO X

RE-SEARCH L-ABORATrORY IK IND US T RI S, I NC.
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ENCLOSURE 19.

FULL. SCALE SPALL INITIATED AT THlE SUR9ACE BY A GRINDING FURROW

-4

. V4.3 V..

4.3 (A

0 0

>. 
0) 

--

co . 44-
,-4 .- 4 4-3

-4 -

4--4

to 0E - 0

0

W, (a -

ca .0

-4

14

IVA 
) C)
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ENCLOSURE 20

SURFACE PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWI'NG INCIPIENT SPALLING CAUSED BY3 SURFACE DISTRESS AROUND A DEBRIS DENT

200X
Original Unpolished Contact Surface

Picral Etch I 0()(X
Same surface after polishing to a depth of .0002". A partial outline[ of the der.' Jhis been drawn In dotted line. Deformation bainds form undIer
the~ yiazed area, not under the dent Itself.

Bearing No. 707501 Life~zJt2 Million Revs.
IRESEARCH LABORATORY f3KV~ INDUSTRIES, INC.
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ENCLOSURE 21

SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE DAMAGE ASSOCIATED WITH PITS

Original unpolished contact surface

II * ' 0 A

I Polishing to a depth of .00010below original surface reveals
cracks In glazed area.

Bry. Nc. 707142 Life=120 Mill. Revs.

IRESEARCH LABORATORY SK~r !NDUSTRIES, INC.
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ENCLOSURE 22

SPALLING AT AN INTENTIONALLY PRODUCED SCRATCH

I

I+al'- : °:Itf - -•• t,.

I f
f.. -i• .... .oj+ H i.... .. ilk

vIt.ON THE

20X
Intentionally produced scratch Talysurf trace through the scratch
running across the groove shows it to be approximately

. (perpendicular to the rolling 0.0004" deep.
direction) of a bearing inner ring.

Roltoltnq Direction

lox
Same scratch after the bearing failed.
The scratch remains intact with the spall
directly behind it, in the rolling direction.

Bearing No. 110130

A t 12.8 Mtll(en Revolutions

SRESEARCH LABORATORY -5KCF INDUSTRIES, INC.
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SPALLS INITIATED P8T GOUGES THAT WERE INTENTIONALLY
~I.PRODUCED TO SIMULATE DENTS

flox 20X

flox 21 X
Hi yh and low mayniti catio v fl~iews show that the defect remains
intact and thait fai lure I s ii *lat ed under the .jitazed areasI surrounding~ the defects.

IRESEARCH LABORATORY SKIF INDUSTRIES, INC.
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ENCLOSURE 24

IEXAMPLES OF SPALLS INITIATED AT GRINUT. ý!OWS

[V

lox lox

All three spalls show the typical shallow slope at the ball entry end
of the spall. Direction of ball travel Is shown, I.e. the ball always

rolls over the shallow end of the spall first. Depth perception effects
are tc'hanced in the lower photogjraph by p)lacingJ Lhe I I ht source at an
extremely oblique angle.

[ RESEARCH LABORATORY 5FINDUSTRIE.S. INC.
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SURFACE ORIGINATED FATIGUE FAILURES EXAMPLES OF

SPALLS INITIATED AT DENTS

lox 20 X

RolingDirection

It (X 20X

[Sa.me spallIs shown at low and higior magnificfltiofl.Dent AInitiation
points shown cirehzd. Lijhtin~j cu'diLion cause the jlazed arpas to

appear as (lark zor-

RESEARCH LABO)RATORY 13KI' INDUJSTRIES, INC.
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EXAMPLES OF SPALLS INITIATED AT "PITS"

Rolling Direction

lox 20 X
Low and higher magnif ication viewsof a "pit- that initisted failure. Pits

1 tenO to have an irregular outline and a roughened bottom while dents tend

to look like a depr:ession in the origina3' surface

Mx IO

Examipies of spafl Initiatior. ;'oints that show charac'eristies[ of bo*h Pits anti deazs.

RESEARCH t.ADORATORY J3KI' I N DU STR IEs S i14C.
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ENCLOSURE 27

IFATIGUE FAILURES OF UNDETERMINED ORIGIN

• i Rolling Direction

[[

I
I

I:O
lox

Spall with a shallow ball entry end, believe to he surface originated
although no surface defect is evident.

'I

1 () lox

Same type of spali as above. Spall with steep slopes at each end.
Subsurface initiation at a non-

II..metallic is suspected.

V RESEARCH LABORATORY SKF" INDUSTRIES, INC.



[ ENCLOSURE 28

ELECTRON FRACTOGRAPHS FROM A SPALLED SURFACE

~ý7I7

7I-

Cleavage surface indicatingj brittle typ"- fracture

RESEARCH LABORATORY 15KVr INDUSTRIES. INC



ENCLOSURE 29

[ ELECTRON FRACTOGRAPH FROM A SPALLEI) SURFACE

F7-

Fatigue striations around a securnd phase particle

RESEARCH LABORATORY J5KVr INDUSTRIES, INC.
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I ENCLOSURE 30

3 ARRANGEMENT OF TEST SPECIMEN AND ULTRASONIC MONITORING HEAD

IN N Or FLAT WASHER TESTER

:
I

UPPER WASHER (Rotating)

I l°
MOVABLE

ULTRASONIC TEST HEAD LIQUID COUPLING MEDIUM

TEEST HEAD

I - -REVOLVED POSITION

LAT WASHER TEST SPECT!JEN

SUPPORT, 9RIVEN 360
I ABOUT CENTER LIN

RESEARCH LABORATORY ,KV INDUSTRIES. INC.
SI



II ENCLOSURE- 31

SCHEMATIC OF ALFAX-RECORDER CHART

Legitimate defect Indicationsjj ______________________are aligned vertically.

_______Random noise IndicationsII are not repeated at thot same
0 azimuth locations and do not

line up vertically.

0~ 
1______0__ 360__

Azmt oiinI ere
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I SCHEMATIC SHOWING THE TYPICAL FEATORES

OF SPALLS AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

I CRACK P'ROPAGATION AND DEFORMATION BANDS
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ENCLOSURE 33

[ SECTION THROUGH A SPALL SHOWING CRACK PROPAGATION ALONG DEFORMATION BANDS

lox

Spalled surface showing cutting plane and
fuirow point of initiation.

Rollin'; Direction

Circurnrerentinl cut made through the spall shows that'the direction 200X

of crack propagation is dominated by the deformation bands.
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